


EAGLE VILLAGE

KIPAWA

Area (km2) 765,17 km2

Population 3197
Population density
(Inhabitants per km2) 4.17
Variation of population
2006-2011 -9,48%
Inhabitants 15 and over 79%
Native population 682

Level of education
Without Sec. 5 30 %
University degree 10 %
Trade 19 %
College and non-university 41 %

Workforce
Activity rate 67.1 %
Employment rate 61.9 %
Unemployment rate 7.7 %
Average income ($) 38 869 $



• Sept. 2013 – First joint meeting between 
Chief Paul, Mayor Barrette, Band Council 
members Rose Jawbone and Glenda 
Moore

• Nov. 2013 – EVFN & Temiscaming councils 
passed a resolution to commit to CEDI

• Jan. 20 – 22, 2014 – Relationship Building 
and Planning workshop: joint vision 
developed, friendship accord drafted, 
tourism chosen for a  joint strategy 

• Feb. 2014 – Municipality of Kipawa passed 
a council resolution to join EVFN & 
Temiscaming in CEDI

• April 2014 – CEDI group began meeting 
monthly 

BEGINNING GROUP



• June 2014, with the help of FCM and 

CANDO, our group was able to bring on 

board a peer mentor to work with us on 

developing our Joint Tourism Strategy which 

included:

 Vision, Mission and Values

 Tourism survey 

 Environmental scan

 Situation analysis

 Identify strategic objectives, and 

possible actions to fulfill our strategic 

objectives.

CEDI WHEELS BEGIN TO MOVE FORWARD



Historical day for our communities

• On June 21st, 2014 the CEDI Group 

organized an Aboriginal Day event at 

Eagle Village to coincide with the signing 

of our CEDI Friendship Accord.

• From this day on, the EDO’s began to 

meet regularly to work together to 

accomplish CEDI Group goals.



Study tours

• Aug.  2014 – Joint Study tour to Huntsville 

to meet with Chamber of Commerce and 

Algonquin Park officials to learn about 

relationship between park and economic 

development 

• Oct 2014 – We went on a second trip to 

Wendake First Nation in Quebec City, to 

learn more on developing aboriginal 

tourism and then continued on our trip to 

Temiscouata Provincial Park.

Key thing learned from trip – Community 

Involvement



• With community involvement in mind, 
we organized a Joint Community 
Consultation.

• The consultation was held on Feb. 11th, 
2015 . We organized everyone into 
groups: English, French, and bilingual 

• Each group had members from all three 
communities 

• CEDI group members facilitated each 
group. 

• Each group was shown the 6 strategic 
objectives and was asked to propose 
actions and ideas to fulfill each objective. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION





From the strategic plan we have now began to 
put things into action

Some short term goals we have already 
accomplished are:
• More joint events
• Joint Community Calendar 
• Beautifying each Community Entrance

A long term action that has been started is the 
development of a Joint Tourism Marketing plan

What are we working jointly on now?



• We have to trust one another

• Always keep moving forward without forgetting the past

• Learn and respect how each community works

• Be patient because planning and working as a group takes time

• At our joint meetings, achieving consensus through cooperation, 

participation and agreement seeking

Lessons Learned



How Will we Keep Initiative Going in the 
Future?

• Committing funds from each community each year into a joint 

fund for use on implementing the Strategic Tourism Plan

• Possible hiring of a joint EDO to oversee the Strategic Tourism Plan

• Terms of Reference

• Continued Community Involvement   



Advice

• Have a can-do attitude 
• Nothing in life is easy, whether it is learning to walk, 

speak, or read for the first time or having non-First 
nation communities working with First Nation 
communities. We are going to fall, stutter or not see eye 
to eye, but it is to keep working and pushing forward 
towards that first step, first sentence, or common goal.

• Quote from Nelson Mandela “The greatest glory in living 
lies not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.”


